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Abstract
Two variants of interactive
proof systems have been used to derive intractability of approximation results. The first is the
single-round multi-prover model where one verifier can query many provers who cannot communicate among themselves.
The second is the oracle model where the verifier queries a non-adaptive oracle. It is known that the oracle model is at least
as strong as the one-round multi-prover model but it is not known whether the opposite is true. We partially close this gap.
Qword.st Algorithms;

Complexity;

Interactive

proof system

1. Introduction
1. I. Definitions
In the one-round
multi-prover
proof system of BenOr, Goldwasser, Killian and Wigderson [ 41, a probabilistic polynomial time verifier can query several allmighty but possibly cheating provers, whose aim is
to convince him to accept. The provers are limited in
that they cannot communicate among themselves.
The oracle model of Fortnow, Rompel and Sipser
[ 61, renamed “probabilistically
checkable proofs” by
Arora and Safra [ 11, is similar. In this model the
provers are replaced by a non-adaptive
oracle, i.e.,
instead of many provers who cannot communicate
among themselves we have one oracle which cannot
change its predetermined answers.
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Bellare, Goldwasser, Lund and Russell [ 31 distinguish five important parameters and define the classes
PCP( r, m, b, q, E) and MIPl (r, m, b, q, E) as follows:
Definition

1.1.

Lang E PCP(r(n>,m(n),b(n),q(n),&(n))
iff there is a probabilistic,
polynomial time verifier
V, communicating
with an oracle, such that for every x E {O,l}“: V tosses r(n) random bits and
computes m(n) questions,
41,. . . , qmcn), each of
length < q(n). V asks the oracle the m(n) questions (V asks the questions one by one) and gets
m(n) answers bl , . . . , bmcn) each of length < b(n).
Then V computes
a polynomial
time predicate

V(x, r, q1 . . . ..qm(n). b l....~
is 1. It should hold that:
if x E Lang then
30 Prob, ( V” accepts)
if x @ Lung then
VO Prob, ( V” accepts)

bm,,)

)

= 1,
< e(n) ,

and accepts iff it
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where Vo means the verifier V with access to the oracle
0.
Analogously

C_MIPl (r + m . polylog (z)
O(m-log(~))

they define:

Definition 1.2.
hflg

PCPtr, m, b, 4, E)

E MIPl(r(n),m(n),b(n),q(n),E(n))

iff there is a probabilistic,
polynomial time verifier
V, communicating
with m(n) provers who cannot
communicate
among themselves, such that for every x E (0, I}“: V tosses r(n) random bits and
computes m(n) questions,
41,. . . , q,,,cn), each of
length < q(n). V asks the ith prover the question
q; (V asks simultaneously
all the questions)
and
gets m(n) answers bt , . . . , bmcn) each of length <
b(n) . Then V computes a polynomial time predicate
b I,..-,
b,,,cn)) and accepts iff it
**,4m(n),
V(x,r,q1,.
is 1. It should hold that:

,
,b,q,2e).

Bellare, Goldreich and Safra [2] showed that the
identity transformation (i.e., given a PCP system with
m questions, build an MIP system with m provers by
distributing the m questions among the m provers)
amplifies the error by at most mm. Thus:
PCP( r, m, b, q, E) C MIPl (r, m, b, q, m”’ . E) .

For the sake of completeness, the proof
the appendix. This shows that for a constant
models are almost equivalent.
Bellare, Goldwasser, Lund and Russell
the question whether the two models can
more closely, i.e., whether:
PCP(r,

appears in
m the two
[ 31 raised
be related

m, b, q, E)

if x E Lang then
3P = PI

)

.

. . , P,,

Prob, ( V accepts when interacting

with P) = 1,

In this paper we get closer to the above target and
we show that:

with P)

then:

if x $ Lang then
QP = PI, . . . ) P,,

Corollary 1.3. If q = O(r)

Prob,.( V accepts when interacting
< c(n).

and l/e,m

6 poly(r)

PCPt rr m, b, q, 8)
GMIPl(O(r),m+

Notice, that in both cases, we consider the oblivious model where the verifier has to prepare all his
questions before he gets any answer.

1,0(b.r2),0(q),3e).

2. Forcing the same behavior on many provers
1.2. Previous work
to show that MiPl(r, m, b, q,E) C
[6]. However the
converse is not immediate. The problem is that the
PCP model is “safer” because the verifier knows that
for the same question he will always get the same answer, which is not true in the MiPl model, where the
answer may also depend on the identity of the prover.
Two simulation results in the opposite direction are
implicit in Fortnow, Rompel and Sipser’s work [6]:
It is simple

PCP(r,m,b,q

+ O(log(m)),e)

PCP( r, m, b, q. E)
CMIPl

r,2,m.b,m.q,1

-m

1-E

,
>

In this section we show how to force many provers
to have the same behavior. We achieve this using the
techniques of [ $71. We stress that the results of [ 5,7]
only refer to the MIP model and do not imply a PCP
to MZP transformation.
We will use the following well-known lemma:
Lemma 2.1 (Low-degree extension).
Let F be a
,HnrSEandf:H,x.-.xH,,~F
field, HI,...
be any function. There is a unique multi-variate polynomial f’ : F”’ I-+ F such that
l VYE
H, x ... x Hn, J(Y) = f(y).
l

The degree of fl as a polynomial in the ith variable
satisfies di(f> < IHil - 1.

di(f)
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Theorem 2.2. Let h, 1, f, e be positive integers such
that h’ > 2’7 and f > 2m .I . h/e’, then:
PCP(r,m, b,q,E)
C MIP~(r+Z~log(f),m+
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passing through a and b, and its representation.
ilar representation is given in [ 51.

A sim-

Now p sends:
I,

h.b.f.log(f),21.log(f),3e).

Proof. Let Lung E PCP( r, m, b, 9, E) be accepted by
a verifier V and an oracle P.
WC build a new proof system with a verifier Q and
nz + I provers &, . . . , Pn,.
Structure of proof: First we formally describe the
algorithm, i.e., what the verifier asks and what he does
with the answers. While describing the algorithm, we
develop some notation. Then we study the case x E
Lung and show what “honest” provers should do. Finally, WC show that when x $ Lang, no matter what
the provers do, the verifier rejects with high enough
probability.
The algorithm: p tosses F ER (0, I}’ and simulates
V to find the m questions V would have asked. Denote
them by91....,9,,.
Next, we represent the questions as taken from some
domain H’ and we extend them to a larger field F.
Denote H = [h] and represent each 9i as being in H’
( this is possible because h’ 2 2q). Choose a prime
m 1. h/e2 6 p < f (this is possible because f >
2m .l. h/c2), denote F = GF(p), and view each 9;
as residing in F’.
Choose an element y lR F’. If for some i, y = 9i
accept (this is a very rare case and the reader can
ignore it).
Notation 2.3 (Representing lines). A line L is a set
of p points in F’ such that there is a function L : F ++
F’ linear in each of its coordinates, passing through
those points. Any two different points SI, s2 in F’ determine a unique line I_.(~1, s2), however this line has
many different linear representations. We want a representation which does not reveal ~2. One such representation can be the function L(t) = r. SI + ( I -t) ‘XI
where x, is the lexicographically
first point on the line
L( sI, ~2) different from sI. Given the points SI, s2 it
is easy to find the point x1 in polynomial time, and
for any point z f SI on the line L(sI, ~2). the lines
f_.(SI, ~2) and L( SI, z) have the same representation.
From now on we will denote by L( a, b) both the line

Y to PI,
L(y.9,) top, (i= I ,..., m).
In response he should get:
& answers with an element in F’,
eachproverp;(i=
l,... , m) answers with b polynomials PT,j : F c-) F (j = I,. . . , b) of degree d <
I.(h - I).
Notation 2.4. Let L = L(a, b) be a line represented
by the function L : F I-+ F’, and let z be a point
on that line, i.e., for some t E F we have that
L.(t) = z. Denote by k(L(a, b)) the sequence of
b polynomials provided by ai on question L(a, b).
Denote by A( L( a, b))(z)
the value of these b
polynomials at the point z, i.e., &( L(a, b) ) (z ) =
(P~,l(Ua,b))(f),.
..,Py.h(L(a,b))(r)).
0 checks that:
vi E {l....
,n} F,(U.y,q,))(y)
= &O(Y) where
equality is in Fh.
Let bi = Bi(L(y,9i))(9i)
E Fb. G’chccks that hi E
(0, I}” and that V(f, bl,. . . , b,,) accepts.
If x E Lang:
Since x E Lung there is an oracle 0 : H’ ++ { 0, I }”
such that Prob, ( V” accepts) = I. We can view 0 as
b different functions Oi : H’ ++ (0, I }. Each Oi has a
(unique) extension di : F’ - F with degree < h - I
in each of its variables (Lemma 2.1) .
Hence if L is a line in F’, i.e., L : F - F’ then
6i( L( t) ) is a polynomial (in one variable) of degree
<l.(h1).
Now let us define the provers’ strategies by:
l &answerswithdl(y).....d,,(_v).
0 Py,j(L(t)) =dj(L(l)).
Then, it is immediate that:
P;.j(L(Y+qi))(Y)

=oji(Y)

=Ph.j(Y)

and therefore
~i(L(Y9qi))tY)

=0(Y)

=&lo(Y)

and the verifier’s first check is satisfied.
Since 9i E H’ and d extends 0,
bi=pi(L(y,9i))(9,)

=6(9i)

=0(9i),
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and therefore biE (0,l}b.
Finally, as p gets the same answers to his questions
as V does, and V always accepts, fi will also approve
the second check, and accept.
In short, we saw that if the provers imitate the (extended) oracle, then since the oracle makes the verifier always accept, the provers too make the verifier
always accept.
lfx #Lang:
The main idea is the following: we want to force
the different provers to have the same behavior. We
can do that by asking the same question to different
provers, but then we need to choose randomly which
prover to ask what question, and we pay in randomness. We overcome this using the nice idea of [ 71 of
handling strategies. We compare A’s strategy to &O’s
strategy. Provers who are not consistent among themselves cannot be (simultaneously)
consistent with 4.
More precisely, suppose si wants to ask 4 and chooses
y as his checking point. Two provers succeed in fooling fi if they differ on q but agree with & on y. We
use the fact that two low-degree polynomials either
agree on all points or disagree on most of them, to
show the verifier is rarely fooled. Thus, either the verifier rejects with a very high probability, or else the
provers are consistent among themselves and there is
a convincing oracle.
Formally, let &, . . . , Pm be optimal provers for x.
Suppose, to the contradiction, that:
Prob,,.?( 9, pa,. . . , I$)

> 3e.

(1)

Definition 25. We say that y is bad for q (y E F’,
qEH’)
iftherearei#jsuchthat
(I) pi(L(q,Y))(q)
#pj(L(q,Y))(q)
(2) ~i(L(qvY))(Y)
=~j(U49Y))(Y)
We say y is good, if it is not bad.

and

Since Py,,, Py,kare different polynomials
I.(h1) wehave:
= P;,&)(Y))

Prob,e#‘&L)(y)

By the second requirement

of degree <
I.(h-

<

1)
’

IFI

of Definition

2.5:

ProbYEL ( y is bad for q)
6 ho&EL(Bi(L)(y)

=pj(L)(y))

and thus, for every line L passing through q:
ProbyEL(y is bad for q) <

1. (h - 1)
IFI

.

Since the lines passing through q partition
q
get the desired result.

F’, we

Claim 2.8.
Prob rEr(ProbrG{e,i),(y

is badfor f) 2 E) < E.

Proof. For any P E (0, I}‘:
~obyEF~ (Y is bad for P)
= Prob ?,+ (3 y is bad for the ith query of P)

<

rn-1.h
IFI

< 2.

The first inequality
by choice of F.
Therefore:

by Claim 2.7, and the second

Prob,,Fl,PE{a,I },(y is bad for P) < e*
and the claim follows, by an averaging

argument.

Cl

=4(Y)*

Definition 2.6. We say that y is bad for f E (0, I }’
if V with the random string P would have asked the
questions 41,. . . , q,,, and y is bad for some qi.
Claim 2.7.

135-140

Vq Prob.,,,,/ (y is badfor q) < 1. h/lFI.

Proof. Let L = L( q, yo) be a line passing through q.
Suppose there is a point z on the line L (we denote
it by z E L) which is bad for q. Therefore, there is
1 < k < b and i # j such that &, 4,~ differ on q.

On the other hand Eq. ( I ) implies by an averaging
argument that:
~ob,,r(~ob~,{O,~)~((~,160.....~~)
> 2.9) > E.

accept)

(2)

Therefore combining Claim 2.8 and Eq. (2) together we see that there is some y E F’ such that
( 1) Probpe{a,i)r (y is bad for P) < E,
(2)

if p chose y then
ProbrE~a,i~,((~,&,.

. . ,I%> accept)

> 26.
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From now on we fix this y and call it yu.
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hb~{o.lp((YO’)
> ProbFE{u.r)4r

Definition 2.9. Let Rv be the set of r’ E (0, 1)’ such
that yc is good for J and ( p, &, . . . , &) accept with
(PVYO).

Claim 2.10. Prob,E{o,l ),( f E Rv) > E.

accept)
E

Rv)

>

E

and this is a contradiction,
as x $ Lang. Thus assumption ( I ) is false, and our new proof system
. , I%) has at most 3.5 error as we wanted to
(O,$,..
show. Cl
Proof of Corollary 13. Taking h
1 = O(r/log( r)) guarantees that h’ 3
2m . 1’ h/e2. This implies that log(f)
Plugging these into Theorem 2.2 we
lary. 0

Proof.

3Probi~~o,~)r((fi,~o,...,~~m)
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accept)

= O(r) and
24. Take f =
= 0( log( r) ).
get the corol-

- Probr.E{u.r ), ( yc is bad for P)
>2&-&=&.

The extra prover we are using is not essential,

cl

Now we define an oracle 0’ : Zf’ H
follows:

(0, l}b as

as:

Theorem 2.13. k
h, 1. f, k, E be positive integers
such that h’ > 2‘7. f 2 21. h . m3 . b3/e4 and 2 <
k < m, then:

f%Uq.Yo)mL

if there is an P E Rv such that
O’(q)

for that 7 V asks the questions

=
I Ob,

91?..., qm and qi = 4,
otherwise.

Claim 2.11. 0’ is well defined.
Pmf.
Let ~7 E RV with questions q1.1,. . . , ql,,,, and
91.; = q, and 15 E RV withquestions
42.1.. . . ,q~,,,, and
92,; = q. Since fr, rj E Rv, they make 9 accept, hence:
pii(L(q*YO))(YO)

=pOo(YO)

=~ji(L(q,YO))(YO).

Since yo is good for Ft (fr E Rv), yo is good
for q and therefore by the above and Definition 2.5,
~i(~(4~YO))(4)=~ji(t(q,yo))(q).~uS,O’iSwell

defined.

Cl

Claim 2.12. For any P E Rv, 0 with ucceSS to the
oracle 0’ and the random string P accepts.
Proof. Let P E Rv. and let 41,. . . , q,,, be the m questions v generates with P. t? gets answers according to
the oracle 0’. and since P E R,, then by definition of
0, for any 1 6 i < m, O’tqi) = h(L(qi*yO))(qi).
However, by the definition of Rv, ( p, 4, . . . , p,,,) accept with (7, yo). Therefore, 0 accepts with P. Cl
Thus:

CMIPl(r+k.I.log(f),[m/k+Il,
O(k. h. b.l.log(f)),
O(k.I.log(f)),4&).
Proof (Sketch). A small variation of the proof in
[ $71. The main point is that we can choose k independent points yi , . . . , yk E F’ and ask each prover
k questions. Suppose, in the MIPl (r, m, b, q, E) system we ask the questions 41,. . , ,q,,,. In the new
MIP system we send the lines L(qk(i-i )+I, yr ),
L(qk(i-I)+Zly2)**.
. , L( qh. yk) to the prover Pi, and
we send yt , . . . , yk to PO. Then we verify that each P,
is consistent with PO on yi, . . . , yk and we compute
the answer according to the answers to 91, . . . , qn,. As
long as no prover receives two lines passing through
the same point, no prover can gain any information
on what these points are, and the analysis of [ 5.71
is still valid. Thus, when choosing k points we need
m/k + 1 provers. Notice that in [ 5,7] m points are
Cl
used, and therefore two provers suffice.
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The last inequality holds, since w.l.o.g. all the questions qi.1, . . . . qr,m are different (we started with a
PCP system) and therefore the events “O’(qi,,)
=
pi< 4i.i)” are independent.
Therefore, there is some oracle achieving this error
rate is’ . ( l/m)ffl. However, since we started with a
PCP system with E error, it means that e’ < E . m”‘,
and the proposition follows.
Cl

In this section we describe the simulation
result by
Bellare, Goldreich and Safra, showing that:
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